






Amendment Request - Freedom Preparatory Academy 

implemented new programs and assessments to better drive our instruction for an increase growth in ELA 

proficiency as measured by Acadience and RISE. All K-5 students participate in in Acadience BOY, MOY, and 

EOY testing to measure instr.uctional effectiveness throughout the school year. In addition to the benchmark 

testing, at-risk students are assessed through Acadience progress monitoring every 3 to 5 weeks to ensure 

that intervention programs are effective, and students are showing growth. This data is discussed as an 

academic team after each assessment period and adjustments are made to services and classroom 

instruction as needed. Teachers have been trained during faculty meetings and professional development 

days to read data and then take that information and make an academic plan and goal for their students. 

Freedom Preparatory Academy has piloted a new intervention program, WonderWorks, in kindergarten this 

year and has seen outstanding growth in our students. We plan on expand this program next year to service 

K-3 grade students who are showing at-risk signs in reading according to Acadience benchmark testing. 

Freedom Preparatory continues to use Lexia, AR, and STAR to support students reading along with the 

addition of Edgenuity's Path blazer this year in grades 3rd-5th
• 

Freedom Preparatory Academy has also reviewed our curriculum practices and this year has dedicated 

several professional development days to training teachers in writing high quality curriculum maps and then 

providing teachers a weekly time to rewrite their grade level curriculum map. All curriculum maps follow a 

set format to ensure quality and each days' lessons are aligned with the Utah ELA state standards. These 

maps include learning activities, objectives, along with formative and summative assessments. Level 1 

teachers and all new teachers to Freedom Preparatory Academy submit a weekly lesson plan to the principal 

to ensure their lessons follow their grade levels curriculum maps. We anticipate excellent results from the 

above changes/efforts. 

MATH- Freedom Preparatory Academy has also implemented a new edition of Saxon math this year. This 

new edition aligns with the Utah State Core and provides our teachers with resources to expand or support 

students' learning. In addition to implementing the new edition of Saxon math, Freedom Prep has 

implemented two supplemental math programs to provide individualized instruction to our students along 

with filling in some gaps in the Saxon math program. First, teachers are using OnCore which is a 

supplemental math program that aligns with the Utah State Core and can be taught in any order. Teachers 

use this additional program to fill in gaps as needed for their class. If teachers need additional lessons for a 

math topic to help students master the concept taught, they turn to On Core and teach the lessons on that 

topic. Second, Freedom Preparatory Academy has implemented Edgenuity's Pathblazer in grades pt.5th
• 

Students are assessed in this math program and placed in their program according to their instructional 

needs. Students login for at least 30 minutes each week to receive individualized instruction each week in 

math. Reports are sent to the teacher weekly that show students growth and struggles. Teachers can then 

tailor their upcoming lessons to accommodate each students' needs. 

SCIENCE- Freedom Preparatory Academy continues to implement the FOSS science program at the 

elementary levels. This program provides hands on learning for our students to help them master their grade 

level science standards. Classes have access to a science room as they conduct their experiments. Freedom 

Preparatory Academy purchased additional FOSS kits this year to accommodate our student growth. 

Freedom Preparatory Academy has also piloted STEM Rodeo days this year to helps students take an inquiry

based approach to science and apply skills taught to real life situations. These days happen 3 times a year. 

During STEM Rodeo, students are engaged in a problem-solving task that involves them to apply their 
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